CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Going above and beyond for our customers

COMPANY OVERVIEW AND CORE COMPETENCIES
At All Data & Communications, we’ve built our business on relationships and quality workmanship. We have been building
relationships with our clients and contractors since 2008. Our quality of workmanship and flexibility has seen our business grow
primarily via word of mouth.
We continue to grow in Queensland as opportunities arise for us through good references, hard work and the right employees.
We recognise that our employees are key to good feedback from clients and quality cost-effective workmanship. We have and
will continue to operate as a small to medium sized company to keep the personal relationships building at a manageable rate.
Our highly qualified team work across all areas of telecommunications from high-level state government installations, universities,
hospitals, heavy industrial, and the mining sector, to small business and residential installations and maintenance.

Advanced
Technology

Innovative
Ideas

Timely
Support

KEY SERVICES
Established in 2008, based in North Brisbane Queensland, All Data & Communications provides design,
supply and installation services backed with our certification partners. Based on long standing quality
relationships with our vendors and continuous training of our personnel we offer a range of services
across electrical, data and communication. With our qualified technicians in design and installation these
services include:

Electrical Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Electrical (Power Points, Lights)
Lighting Design & Installation
Main Supply Upgrades
Switchboard Upgrades
UPS & Power Factor Correction
Three Phase Outlets
Emergency Lighting Design & Installation
Commercial Maintenance (RCD Testing,
Emergency Lighting Testing, Test & Tag)
Switchboard Inspections
Car Park Lighting
Dynalite & C-Bus Control Systems
Electrical Underground Services
Long Term Management Services

Data & Communication Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Infrastructure Networks
Blown Optical Fibre
Conventional Optical Fibre
Fibre Optic Testing & Certification
Cleaning and repairing of Optical Fibre
MDF A-B Jumpering
Audio Visual Services
Digital Signage
Antenna and Wireless Networks
Network Active Equipment Installations
Phone and PABX Systems
Design, Supply, Install and Certify Data
Network Installations
Nurse Call Systems
Security Services

TESTIMONIALS

PARTNERS

All Data provide a reliable and
methodical service. They are safe,
thorough and proficient in their tasks
providing great workmanship within
a timely schedule. Whether attending
breakdowns or project work they can
be relied on to complete their work
safely and provide all accompanying
paperwork to ensure the works are
properly closed out and documented.
Greg Blake - Electrical & Control
Systems Supervisor of Sunstate
Cement Ltd
Alexys has engaged the services of
All Data & Communications for many
years. We have always been happy
by the professionalism and quality of
workmanship carried out by the All
Data team.
Jason
Daalman
Business
Development Manager of ALEXYS
Australia
EPG / Convergence Technology
engaged All Data & Communications
for the Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games to deliver the network cabling
and CATV services required for the
Games network and broadcast and
media stakeholders. Not only did
we find Dan, James and the team to
be very proactive we also found the
quality of their work to be of a very
high standard. The team was easy to
work with and demonstrated a prompt
response to change in what can only
be described as a very challenging and
high-pressure environment. I would not
hesitate to recommend working with
All Data & Communications and look
forward to the prospect of working with
them again in the future.
Craig Horobin - Project Director of
Convergence Technology Group
All Data & Communications provide
a range of ICT services to Sunstate
Cement,
consistently
delivering
innovative solutions for all our project
needs. The All Data team undertake
their work to an exceptionally high
standard and I highly recommend
All Data to anyone looking for quality
workmanship, superior service and
great value.
Garry Savage - ICT Administrator of
Sunstate Cement Ltd

VALUES
All Data & Communications strives to provide leading data and
communication infrastructure to government, business and residential
customers by using the latest installation techniques, highly trained
personnel combined with up-to-date testing equipment and an outside
the square thinking, with an emphasis on adding value and future
proofing the customer’s assets.
Our service provides a high level of customer satisfaction through
exceptional customer service, backed by our highly skilled technicians
with over 20 years of experience within the Information & Technology
Infrastructure field.
Our view towards our customers’ needs is centred on our core values;

Maintain Integrity
Honesty
Quality
Respect
Innovation
Transparency

CONTACT DETAILS
www.alldata.net.au | info@alldata.net.au | 1300 322 051
ABN: 29 129 948 223 | ACN: 129 948 223
Electrical Contractors Licence 85538
Master QLD Security Licence 4269838
© All Data & Communications 2019

TEAM
All of our staff are selected according to our core values. We strive to understand our clients’ requirements and provide
exceptional customer service to deliver the projects on time and within budget. We make it our business to provide real
customer service and high-quality future proofed, value added infrastructure for our customers.
This coupled with the view to over-deliver on all projects is what sets us apart from our competitors and is what maintains and
builds our customer base.

Dan Godwin
Managing
Director

Dan established All Data & Communications in 2008 after working within the telecommunication
field thinking “This can be done a lot better!”. Starting with just a van and a ladder, Dan has
developed a company that is now the “Go To” company for Blown Fibre in Queensland. All Data
& Communications aims to be a specialty company for all forms of communication services from
industrial sites to executive offices. Dan’s personal belief is the “Client Experience!”. His core
values are truth, honesty and maintaining integrity. This is his minimum expectation for all of his
staff.
This stems from his approach to customers through his relationships and extraordinary service.
This is proven by emphasising that all his client’s expectations are exceeded by offering not just
what the client needs now, but also setting them up for the future by going that extra mile.

Mick MacArthur
Senior Estimator

Michael has more than four decades experience in the communications and data industries
coupled with over two decades in the electrical industry. Michael has experience in all facets of a
business, from actual installations to project management, estimating, managing and running and
owning a business. Michael started his career as a Telecommunications Technician and has seen
many changes and innovations in the industry over the years.
Now with All Data & Communications, Michael will use his knowledge and experience to help
grow the business not only through estimating but also building relationships with key clients and
suppliers as well as the rest of the team.

Chris Aitcheson
QTP & Technical
Manager

Tina Boss

Business Manager

Amanda Baulman
Office
Administrator

Working for over 16 years in the heavy industry and resources sector as a qualified Electrical
& Communications Technician, Chris’ experience with optical fibre is second to none. Having
completed over 100,000 fibre terminations from out in the field to within an office. Chris is also a
qualified electrician and is All Data & Communications’ Qualified Electrical Trades Person.
His experience is a key factor, allowing him to deal with day-to-day high and low-level problemsolving in the field. This allows All Data & Communications to leverage Chris’ experience to focus
on attention to detail to any given job at hand. This gives our customers that piece of mind that the
project has been completed to the highest standards. Chris has become one of the most soughtafter Technicians within South East Queensland.

Tina has over 23 years’ experience working in corporate administration and management in the
state government and university environments. As an experienced Business Manager and Team
Leader, Tina brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the All Data & Communications
team to assist in building the business with efficiency and effectiveness at the forefront.
Tina works closely with the Managing Director, Operations Manager, and the Office Administrator
to streamline the business and operational components of All Data & Communications. As a
Certified OH&S Officer, Tina’s role also includes ensuring all safety policies and procedures within
All Data & Communications are compliant and robust.

Amanda has been working within the nurse call industry for the past 10 years within an office
environment as a Project Administrator working with developers, retirement aged care providers
and their clients. As an experienced Office Administrator, Amanda has been heavily involved with
the day-to-day running of our office. Amanda’s duties include scheduling, technical support over
the phone, and being the first point of contact to assist our clients.

KEY PROJECTS

Madison Hotel Tower Mill
All Data & Communications were contracted to undertake an entire data and electrical upgrade to the
iconic building.
The data and electrical update of this landmark hotel included a complete upgrade of the mains power
supply throughout the entire 9 levels. The original wiring had not been upgraded since the hotel was
built in the 60’s. The team at All Data & Communications built switchboards from scratch specifically for
this project. Re-cabling to provide upgraded WiFi throughout the building was undertaken and a new
server cabinet to house all the upgraded services. The other installations by All Data & Communications
included Foxtel connectivity and data/WiFi upgrade for Smart TV integration in all rooms, which will be
completed at a later date.
This project required the hotel to be closed and power disconnected for 7 days. The All Data &
Communications team worked diligently and effectively to complete the works in the strict timeframe.
The associated upgrades to the hotel will allow the refurbishments to be completed, including installation
of new elevators, upgrade of the fire services, rooftop pub including gaming rooms, and a high-end
restaurant and bar on the ground floor, bringing the Madison to a 4-star hotel.

Commonwealth Games - Gold Coast 2018
All Data & Communications was contracted to install all the communication and CATV services for
venues to the 2018 Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast and venues around Queensland. Works
included the temporary services for all the data infrastructure, wireless services, and CATV services for
the broadcast of the games at the venues.
All Data & Communications provided on average 50 staff and contractors to provide the installation and
removal of the services after the games and provided onsite support during the games. Venues include:
Gold Coast Convention Centre (Netball, Basketball Finals, Main Media Centre, International Broadcaster)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broadbeach Bowls Club
Currumbin Beach Front
Belmont Shooting Complex
Townsville Entertainment and Convention Centre
Cairns Entertainment and Convention Centre
Removal of services at Athletes Games Village

141 Queen & 140 Elizabeth Street
All Data & Communications was contracted to upgrade the network connections within the 25-floor
commercial premise. The objective was to transform the building into a smart ‘technology hub’, perfect
for tenants with an emphasis on high demand technology and communication requirements.
All Data & Communications installed a blown optical fibre micro-ducting, which allows for the upgrading
and installing of new optical fibre cables without the need to complete any new building works (refurbish
communication risers, fire sealing, etc.) instantly future-proofing and giving the building the flexibility of
any new fibre installation. Meaningless labour, less disruption to tenants, and being cost effective. It was
the ideal solution for this ageing building at Queen & Elizabeth Street.
In addition, for tenants of the building, an MPO Optical Fibre backbone and 10G Category 6A/Class EA
solution was realised. This allowed for the infrastructure management the client was seeking to lower
maintenance costs with the modular requirements for future upgrades.
Plus, with uptime being critical to any business, All Data & Communications needed to guarantee the
network connection was reliable and robust at all times. Utilising a second riser within the building to
install additional micro-ducting, ensuring 100% network uptime. By doing so, All Data & Communications
exceeded the initial objective; delivering end-to-end services with an innovative solution for the building
management team.
Due to the complex nature of the scope of works, All Data & Communications was able to provide a 25year combined warranty of the products through a partnership with Commscope and Emtelle.
The building is now a smart-connected premise, after a seamless installation which enables the flexibility
of the network and any future upgrades.
Not only does this now allow building management to offer extra services to their tenants, but it has also
now aligned the building with the goal of a sought-after, smart-connected workplace for their clients.

